
Game King™ Video Poker - Jacks or Better 
The quintessential land-based Video Poker experience is now available online!  
All the play elements you know and trust along with some of the hottest paytables available.  
 
 

How To Play  

In Video Poker, your goal is to build the best hand possible relative to the paytable.  

1. BET UP or BET DOWN to select your preferred stake  
2. DEAL your starting hand  
3. HOLD the cards you want to keep (if any)  
4. DRAW to replace cards you do not want to keep (or to stand pat if all cards are held)  

 
Ways to BET UP:  

 Click BET UP  
 Press RIGHT ARROW key  
 Press UP ARROW key  

 
Ways to BET DOWN:  

 Click BET DOWN  
 Press LEFT ARROW key  
 Press DOWN ARROW key  

 
Ways to HOLD/UNHOLD:  

 Click one card at a time (the word “Held” will appear above the held cards) 
 Click and drag across cards  
 Press keys 1, 2, 3, 4, and/or 5  

 
Ways to DEAL:  

 Click DEAL button  
 Press SPACE bar (enable in Options)  

 
Ways to DRAW:  

 Click DRAW button  
 Press SPACE bar (enable in Options)  

 
 
 



Video Poker Hand Rankings  

 
Jacks or Better™ 

Abbreviations: J=Jack, Q=Queen, K=King, A=Ace; C=Club, D=Diamond, H=Heart, S=Spade. 
 

Hand Description Example 

Royal Flush 10, J, Q, K, A in one suit 10S JS QS KS AS 

Straight Flush 5 cards in consecutive ranks in one suit AC 2C 3C 4C 5C 

4 of a Kind 4 cards in one rank 9C 9D 9S 9H 3C 

Full House 
3 cards in one rank, 2 cards in another 

rank 
AH AC AD 6C 6H 

Flush 5 cards in one suit 8H 9H 2H JH AH 

Straight 5 cards in consecutive ranks 8H 9H 10S JD QD 

3 of a Kind 3 cards in one rank 6S 6D 6C AD JC 

2 Pair 
2 cards in one rank, 2 cards in another 

rank 
QD QH 7H 7S 4D 

Jacks or Better 2 cards in one rank (J, Q, K, or A) KD KC 9H 8C 2S 
 

 
 

Options 

Speed  
Select speed of deal and draw animations.  
 
Graphics Quality  
Select different quality settings to optimize gameplay experience.  
 
Deal/Draw on Space  
Enable or disable use of the SPACE bar to deal and draw cards.  
 
Background Colour  
Change the background colour of the game.  
 
 

Rules  

 Misuse and malfunction voids all pays and plays.  

 Cards are dealt from one deck of standard playing cards, shuffled for each game.  
 Only highest paying outcome paid per hand.  
 If a Royal Flush is dealt on the initial deal, all cards are automatically held.  
 If any other winning hand is dealt on the initial deal, no cards are automatically held.  

 

 

  



Additional Information  

Expected Payback  

In accordance with fair gaming practices required in most legal jurisdictions worldwide, each 

and every game outcome is completely independent. The odds of getting any particular 

outcome are always the same.  

 

The odds do not vary based on prior outcomes, bet size, balance size, time of day, day of 

week, etc. For example, if the top award is won on a given spin of the game, the chances of 

winning the top award on the next spin are exactly the same. Likewise, prior losses do not 

change future odds.  

 

The expected payback reflects the theoretical return across a very large number of plays by 

numerous players over an extended period of time. For this game type, the long-term 

theoretically expected payback is 99.54%. The results for any given player over a play 

session can vary widely from this long-term, expected average in either direction. The fewer 

the number of games played, the wider the normal variance of actual payback that may be 

experienced. 
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